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BOB CIRTIN
PRESIDING COMMISSIONER
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COMMISSIONER 2ND DISTRICT

Daily Briefing 02/14 @ 9:00am
Attendees: Harold Bengsch, Lincoln Hough, Cindy Stein, Shane Schoeller, Tom Barr Jeff Scott,
Tina Phillips, Chris Mericle, Chris Coulter and Megan Applegate.
Tom Barr Circuit Clerk:
Circuit Clerk’s office is getting a new counter. Current Counter will be moved across the hall
temporarily while the new counters are being installed. Original price of counter move was
$1500.00, it will now be moved in three phases so the cost will be $4500.00 the price difference
will be covered out of the office supply budget. The new counter tops will take approx. 30 days
to create and install, given the quick estimated time frame Commissioner Lincoln Hough asks
Mr. Barr is he thinks the $4500.00 is a wise expenditure. Mr. Barr explains that there are many
safety concerns in the clerk’s office and it would be best for the safety of the employees.
Commissioner Hough agrees that if safety is an issue that the expenditure is worth it. Early
March is the estimated timeframe for completion. Harold Bengsch makes a motion to approve
the changes for the counter top set forth by Mr. Barr. Lincoln Hough 2nds the motion. Aye:
Bengsch and Hough No: none. Absent: Cirtin.
Jeff Scott Budget Office:
Explained the 9th Amendment to Trunked Radio System Participation Agreement. Mr. Scott
goes into Section 15.4, after explanation Mr. Scott recommend that until the Commission can
meet with the City and reword the Section mentioned above. Commissioner Harold Bengsch
agreed that the Commission should hold off until they are able to speak with the City. Mr.
Bengsch suggests that the County/City meeting would be a perfect opportunity to discuss the
agreement. Mr. Scott presents the Resolution of Official Intent. This is relating to the financing of
certain property and improvements and providing for certain related matters. Mr. Scott suggests
that the Commissioners wait until all 3 Commissioners are present. Commissioner Harold
Bengsch suggest the document be put on another Daily Briefing in the near future.
Chris Coulter
Informed the Commissioners that he has been in contact with a Ms. Yarbrough from the federal
Medical Prison about working out and agreement with The Federal Medical Prison and the ME
office if they ever need an autopsy performed on a patient who is over 350 pounds. Mr. Coulter
explains more information will become available in the future and will update the Commission.
Harold Bengsch adjourns meeting.
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